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The month of June is globally and annually celebrated as Pride Month for the LGBTQ+ 

Community and its allies. Pride rallies and marches have been occurring in the UK since 

1972 after the US Stonewall Riots of June 1969, and the idea of having a Pride Month was 

first established in America in 1999 so the idea of Pride is a vibrant and long-standing one in 

modern culture.  

Therefore, inspired by the achievements of LGBTQ+ advocates throughout history and the 

new creation of the Cranbrook School LGBTQ+ Community, Mrs Harris, supported by a 

wider network of staff and students alike, organised with roaring success Cranbrook’s very 

first Pride Week. This was celebrated from the 21st to the 25th of June and involved many 

different events and opportunities that were designed to facilitate education and celebration 

within the school community.  

Throughout the week there were a range of activities that allowed us to raise money for some 

brilliant charities that were chosen by the LGBTQ+ Team at school. A brilliant initiative was 

the selling of rainbow badges, on which people were encouraged to write the pronouns they 

use, in order to propagate a more inclusive atmosphere for non-binary, transgender or gender-

queer students and staff. The reception of these was wonderful and everyone’s outfits became 

very colourful which was a lovely bonus to the badges! Also, the Friday saw a mad rush of 

students to the doughnut stand; Cranbrook’s fabulous kitchens had sourced delicious rainbow 

doughnuts which were then sold to raise more money for our chosen charities. Friday was a 

very special day for the additional reason of it being ‘Wear Your Colours Day,’ on which 

people were encouraged to wear rainbow clothes or items that aligned with the colours of 

different Pride flags. It was such a glorious day for everyone involved as love and celebration 

were absolutely foregrounded, rounding up the week with a bang!  

Moreover, in addition to our fundraising events, Cranbrook’s Pride Week put education at the 

centre, as an issue that members of the LGBTQ+ Community sadly face is a lack of 

education, and thus often understanding, of people around them. This was achieved through 

assemblies to both houses and year groups on gender expression as well as the history of 

Pride and why it is still very much relevant in today’s climate and at Cranbrook as well. Mrs 

Harris ran a fascinating masterclass lecture on ‘The Influence of the Media on Gender Roles 

and Expression’ and the FemSoc session for the week focused on topics that are often 

avoided when discussing LGBTQ+ people, such as bisexuality and how to be a better ally to 

the transgender community.  

The school was also decorated with a multitude of colourful decorations and posters that were 

made by students. A real highlight was undoubtedly the Pride flags that were put up in the 

dining hall, adding a much-needed rainbow touch to lunch times and giving the perfect 

opportunity for people to start conversations about different identities and communities. A 

big thank you goes to everyone who helped to decorate the school!  

Pride Week has definitely been one of my highlights of the school year. It encouraged 

visibility, celebration and, of course, pride for pupils and staff alike; I feel incredibly grateful 

to have had such a positive and memorable experience! The team would also like to send our 

warmest thanks to all those who allowed Pride Week to go ahead so smoothly.  


